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So here it is...my first hash mag. lt's only taken me 18 months and one previous (broken)

promise to write it. Because of this I had no idea where to get the template from, managed
to find an old one from 2015 and had to alter all the committee members and reformat the

whole page. I could have been tinished by now.

Anyway, an excellent hash set by Wobbly Knob from Brisworthy Plantation. Lots of zigzagging, not a complaint just an observatlon, plenty of opportunity for shortcutting. Not too
hilly, not too flat and best of all plenty of mud! I've started not even bothering to dry my

shoes afrer the hash now since they'll only be wet and muddy again within minutes.
Foolishly Stumor, who despite his many years of hashing, was attempting to keep his feet
dry.

Dogcatcher has been practicing for the 2020 Olympics and managed to perform a near
perfecl summersault right over a gorse bush. Heroically clinging to this hom

Mich

emerged from the ordeal completely unscathed, unlike his legs which did not fare quite so
well. This children, is why we run with torches. Dogcatcher....your legs will thank you for

taking note of this.
The on down had everyone very excited about the upcoming 'do' 'Out of this world', so
sadly stories of the actual hash are limited apart ftom Glanni being convinced he saw mice
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nibbling at the flour and Chopper buying someone a pint. l'm not sure why I found this
noteworthy.
It was my intentjon to fill some space here with stories from said 'do', however due to the

presenc€ of win€, cider and Jdgermeister my memory of the evening is a little fuzzy. As

I

recall a fantaslic time was had by all, the awesome committee have clearly spent a lot of

time and effort organising it so well done to them, especially Bitf who spent the evening
ensuring everyone was enjoying themselves, hopefully she enjoyed herself as much as we
did. Everyone looked fantastic, cosfumes were spectacular, though most spectacularwas
Racey's recenfy (clearly) enhanced cleavage!

I do recall being told amusing anecdotes by multiple people during the evening

for

inclusion in the hash mag however my typically over-confident 'tipsy' self assumed un-tipsy
me would remember these and so didn't write them down

any here. The only note I made

was that Embanister had the world's largest fanny ffap, which naturally was described as

"lt's a national heasure'- Ginger Rogers, and "l've got to plunder that tomb'

-

Chopper.

Apologies for the lack of other amusing anecdotes but as they say: a picture paints a
thousand words.... photos are on Fac€book and TVH3 website.

On on!
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